
Robert Smith 
Wafer Fab Operator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

<div>As a Water Fab Operator, Responsible for wafer fabrication such as 
aligning, masking, etch and diffusion. Experience in Performing equipment 
set-up, calibration and routine preventative maintenance tasks, 
etc,.</div><div><br></div>

WORK EXPERIENCE

Wafer Fab Operator
ABC Corporation -   2013 – 2015 

Responsibilities:

 Measured and inspected the inside of fabricated microchips for damage.
 Damaged would research and identify at what Manner the damage 

occurred and reprocess.
 Quickly gained the ability to operate 5 machines at one time, including 

machines located at the other side of the plant all while still being able 
to keep up productivity.

 Used team player, Played a major role in increasing fertility.
 Worked well with diverse groups of people.
 Manipulated valves, switches, and buttons, or key commands into 

control panels to start semiconductor processing cycles.
 Developed in SVG, CD measurement, and probing wafers using Nikon 

microscope.

Wafer Fab Operator
Delta Corporation -   2012 – 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Worked in the photo area, aligned, developed, inspected in-process 
wafers, and assuring all required criteria within the specifications.

 Supported develop inspector and final inspection for on-time delivery.
 Align photo mask pattern on the photoresist layer, expose pattern to 

ultraviolet light, and develop a pattern, using specialized equipment 
Calculate.

 Cleaning semiconductor wafers using cleaning equipment, such as 
chemical baths, automatic wafer cleaners, or blow-off wands Checked 
daily logs to.

 Operated various masking tasks including Ultratech 
Steppers,1000,1100, 1500, and ASM aligners.

 Manipulate valves, switches, and buttons, or key commands into control
panels to start semiconductor processing cycles.

 Develop daily action plans to meet production goals.

Education

High School
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SKILLS

Multitasking, Inventory 
Management, Able To 
Work As A Team Or As 
Individual, Purchasing, 
Customer Oriented.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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